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5G ROLL-OUT MUST BE STOPPED 
BY 

ANY 
MEANS 

NECESSARY

State of the Nation

*5G ROLL-OUT HAS NOT EVEN BEEN APPROVED BY THE AMERICAN PEOPLE;
NOR HAS IT BEEN PROPERLY EVALUATED BY GOVERNMENT OR STUDIED BY
QUALIFIED SCIENTISTS WITHIN THE IT, WIFI AND COMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRIES.

Who is not aware these days that humanity everywhere is under constant assault?

For anyone who thinks they may be living in a Shangri-La, please consider the following exposé.

Extreme Dangers And Escalating Risks Humanity is Facing Today

For those who have read the preceding link, it’s critical to understand that the truncated list presented does not
even include some of the most extreme dangers because they exist completely under the radar.  In other words We
the People don’t even know about the most perilous experiments being conducted — 24/7 — across America.

5G: Fifth Generation of Cellular Mobile Communications

What we do know a little about is the meteoric 5G roll-out that’s occurring throughout the USA today.  For
example, we know that 5G Is The Most Dangerous Technological Development of the Millennium.

First, and most significantly, why is 5G implementation taking place at breakneck speed?

Who exactly is behind the implementation plan of a profoundly impactful nationwide technology that has not
even been properly vetted?  The known health impacts and scientifically documented medical repercussions have
not even been considered before the actual roll-out.

W H Y ?

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=113252
http://cosmicconvergence.org/?p=29174
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/01/5g-the-most-dangerous-technological-development-of-the-millennium/
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5G is the fifth and latest generation to be developed for cellular mobile communication grids wherever the
transmission networks have been approved.

The most important takeaway from this “Special Report” is well articulated in the following video.  That takeaway
concerns the extreme health risks and dangers that 5G has already demonstrated…and yet they are still rolling it
out like it’s as safe as flipping a light switch!

UN Staff Member: 5G Is War on Humanity (Video)

Not only is 5G technology dangerous to the extreme to human health, animal health, insect health and plant
health, it will radically alter the ‘morphogenetic field’ of this plane if existence.  5G will unavoidably affect the
development of life in the womb especially during all the delicate and pivotal stages of growth for the fetus.

What’s of paramount importance to comprehend is that 5G power is not just a ‘single step’ above the present 4G
of cellular mobile communications.  5G actually represents a leap beyond 4G on the order of magnitude of a
thousand.  Here’s how one analysis put it.

“With speeds of up to 100 gigabits per second, 5G is set to be as much as 1,000 times faster than
4G.” 
(Source: What is the difference between 4G and 5G?)

What this really means is that the electromagnetic frequencies and wavelengths used in 5G transmissions, which
fall into 2 categories — Microwaves and Radio waves — are quite extreme compared to 4G.

The Panoply of Microwave Radiation:/Wavelengths in a 4g/5g World 

5g: 600 MHz = waves 20 inches long
4g: 700 MHz = waves 17 inches long
3g/4g: 800 MHz = waves 15 inches long
3g/4g: 900 MHz = waves 13 inches long
3g/4g: 1800 MHz = waves 7 inches long
3g/4g: 2100 MHz = waves 6 inches long
Wi-Fi: 2450 MHz = waves 5 inches long (unlicensed)
5g: 3100 MHz to 3550 MHz = waves 3.8 to 3.3 inches long
5g: 3550 MHz to 3700 MHz = waves 3.3 to 3.2 inches long
5g: 3700 MHz to 4200 MHz = waves 3.2 to 2.8 inches long
5g: 4200 to 4900 MHz = waves 2.8 to 2.4 inches long
Wi-Fi: 5800 MHz = waves 2.0 inches long (unlicensed)
5g: 24,250 to 24,450 MHz = waves 0.5 inch long
5g: 25,050 to 25,250 MHz = waves 0.5 inch long
5g: 25,250 to 27,500 MHz = waves 0.4 inch long
5g: 27,500 to 29,500 MHz = waves 0.4 inch long
5g: 31,800 to 33,400 MHz = waves 0.4 inch long

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=113057
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/02/how-5g-will-kill-the-birds-bees-and-your-loved-ones/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2019/01/what-is-the-difference-between-4g-and-5g/
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5g: 37,000 to 40,000 MHz = waves 0.3 inch long
5g: 42,000 to 42,500 MHz = waves 0.3 inch long
5g: 57,000 to 64,500 MHz = waves 0.3 inch long (unlicensed)
5g: 64,000 to 71,000 MHz = waves 0.2 inch long
5g: 71,000 to 76,000 MHz = waves 0.2 inch long
5g: 81,000 to 86,000 MHz = waves 0.1 inch long

“Frequencies/Wavelengths in a 4g/5g World. All of the waves listed above are examples of both
Microwaves and Radio waves, therefore, scientists use the term Radio-Frequency Microwave
Radiation (RF/MW radiation) to describe this entire range of wavelengths/frequencies.” 
(Source: whatis5g.info)

4G was first deployed in Scandinavia in December of 2009.  From its first entry into cellular communication
markets across the USA, there has been much written about the serious medical ailments and adverse health
impacts directly associated with exposure to 4G.  Certain brands of cell phone technology were proven to raise the
rate of brain cancer quite substantially among other severe health effects.

Source – Smartphones: Overuse Causing New Health Crises

What follows is an article by a health professional that describes just a few of the most obvious physical problems
connected to cell phone use in a 4G environment.

Cell Phones & Smartphones: AVOID The EMR Output!

The upshot of this discussion is that 5G is simply far too powerful for both residential broadband and cellular
network technology, especially for widespread and, eventually, universal use.  Since 4G inevitably causes its own
set of damaging health complications, putting it on super-steroids as 5G does will only greatly exacerbate the
existing healthcare predicament across the nation (sometimes known as EMR sensitivity due to rampant 4G
electro-pollution).

https://whatis5g.info/microwave-radiation/
http://stateofthenation2012.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/celular-ondas-cerebro-1.jpg
http://thehealthcoach1.com/?p=2595
http://thehealthcoach1.com/?p=786
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KEY POINT: Just how much power is needed to run 5G networks can be easily seen in the extraordinary
infrastructure that’s silently popping up around the country. See: Photos of 5G Tower Broadcast Array Reflect
HUGE Energy Input & Frequency Output

One 5G investigator, who has deeply researched the many and diverse detrimental health impacts of fifth
generation technology, put together a compilation of awfully compelling info/data.  The following piece is a must
read for anyone who wants to know the unvarnished truth.  Predictably, it calls for the permanent prohibition of
the deployment of 5G satellites.  Why 5G satellites?  As follows:

5G Roll Out Set To Launch 20,000 Satellites Blanketing Earth with Dangerous Microwave
Radiation

Internet of Things (IoT)

How does 5G fit into the Internet of Things?

The Internet of Things is really the main driver — on one level, that is — of the premature push toward
comprehensive 5G implementation.  The obvious reason is that the Internet of Things requires a much more
powerful, resilient and extensive network to operate seamlessly and reliably.  Therein lies the real problem.

The Internet of Things & 5G: Why every human being ought to be extremely concerned about
health impacts

You see, everyone wants their technology to function well and without interruption.  Given the great variety of
wireless devices hitting the market every year, the manufactured need of 5G networks nationwide, which
efficiently accommodates each device individually and collectively, has created extraordinary demands.  Welcome
to 5G—the solution to all of those challenges and demands…and there are many.

Which begs the question: Do we really need the Internet of Things?

And, if so, where will this all end?

In other words, given the accelerating speed of technological innovation and scientific advancement in the realm
of wireless networks, 6G is surely around the corner.  What then?  Will we all be instantly fried when they throw
the 6G switch?!

Given the exceedingly grim prognosis of 5G radiation and frequency contamination of the environment, there’s
only one response to the current predicament—an immediate ban on all 5G roll-outs until it has been sufficiently
studied, tested and proven safe for human life in any locale and/or setting.

http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/08/photos-of-5g-tower-broadcast-array-reflect-huge-energy-input-frequency-output/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2019/01/5g-roll-out-set-to-launch-20000-satellites-blanketing-earth-with-dangerous-microwave-radiation/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/11/the-internet-of-things-5g-why-every-human-being-ought-to-be-extremely-concerned-about-health-impacts/
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KEY POINT: Most are totally unaware that there are cities in the USA which are now testing “Smart
Pavement”. See: SMART PAVEMENT is already here. 5G under the roads!

Follow Michigan’s example

Where it concerns thwarting 5G implementation, the residents of Michigan have clearly set the pace nationally. 
Their people-powered, grass-roots-driven movement, which has spontaneously sprung up to “Shut Down 5G
ASAP!”, has spawned influential endeavors that are numerous and highly organized.

For example, this video shows HUGE Opposition to 5G at Michigan Statehouse Testimony.  What distinguishes
these valiant efforts in Michigan is that there is a unique collaboration between the citizens, the scientists and the
elected officials.  They all see the imminent endangerment with the 5G roll-out and are responding accordingly.

KEY POINT: There are some jurisdictions in Michigan where 5G is being forthrightly discussed and debated
in order to preclude its roll-out.  For example, State Senator Patrick Colbeck, who has a strong technical
background in the related WiFi disciplines, completely exposed its lack of safety and harmful effects on people.
See: Crackerjack Tech Who Is Also State Senator Slams 5G Safety (Must view video)  Likewise, Dr. Sharon
Goldberg offered scathing testimony regarding the same bill in Michigan. See: You wanna know about 5G,
WATCH THIS VIDEO — then send it to every person you know…P L E A S E ! ! !

Residents in every state are highly encouraged to immediately engage state and local governments in the same
way.  After all, once 5G networks are activated, it will be nearly impossible to terminate them.  No matter how
serious the jeopardy that communities are put into, undoing 5G will not happen; hence, the time to ban it is
NOW!  And the people of Santa Fe, New Mexico aim to do just that. See 5G LAWSUIT: Santa Fe Alliance for
Public Health and Safety Files Suit Against the City of Santa Fe

Better yet, why not do what Palm Beach, Florida just did.  It’s Official: Palm Beach exempt from 5G wireless law

Government shutdown distraction

http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/06/smart-pavement-is-already-here-5g-under-the-roads/
http://stateofthenation2012.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Screen-Shot-2018-06-07-at-8.36.21-AM.png
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/06/huge-opposition-to-5g-at-michigan-statehouse-testimony-video/
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=112246
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/12/you-wanna-know-about-5g-watch-this-video-then-send-it-to-every-person-you-know-p-l-e-a-s-e/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/02/5g-lawsuit-santa-fe-alliance-for-public-health-and-safety-files-suit-against-the-city-of-santa-fe/
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=113333
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There is nothing that is so highly consequential to the entire planetary civilization in 2019 as wide-scale 5G
implementation.  Because of this sobering reality, everything points to an immense psyop in progress to take
people’s attention away from this national catastrophe in the making.  Just what might that be?

Well, Congressional Democrats are currently risking extinction with their utterly absurd and childish resistance to
border security.  Their transparent machinations and plots, hatched explicitly to prevent the President from
securing the borders, make no sense in any universe.  Hence, the conspicuous kabuki theater inside the Beltway —
featuring “the wall” — is quite likely an engineered distraction from the swiftly occurring 5G roll-out.

The roll-out has already begun in several major cities without input from the residents.  This ongoing
government-corporate conspiracy constitutes a calamity of epic proportions for those who live there and are
already suffering from EMF sensitivity.  Of course, those with EMR hypersensitivity are really in trouble.
See: AT&T’s 5G network is live, if you’re in the right city

KEY POINT: 5G does NOT discriminate.  It affects young and old, rich and poor, big and small alike. 
Whether you are male or female, black or white, strong or weak, all are exposed to the same destructive
frequencies and harmful radiation.  5G does not care if you are a conservative or liberal, Christian or atheist,
city dweller or farmer.  Neither does 5G discern between those who use wifi and those who don’t, because
wherever it’s operating, everyone in the area will be profoundly affected.

Therefore, it can be stated with a high degree of certainty that the government shutdown is meant to divert the
attention from the fast-growing opposition in cities and towns in all 50 states.  That’s not to say that border
security is not a grave concern because it certainly is. See: “THE OPEN BORDER”: A Highly Organized Conspiracy
to Undermine the Territorial Integrity and National Sovereignty of the American Republic

Quite unfortunately, this cynically staged distraction seems to be working quite well.  The American people are so
stressed by so many issues coming at them at this particular time that only very few folks are effectively
addressing this direful 5G situation.  Just how dire?

Wireless Radiation: Stop the 5G Network on Earth and in Space, Devastating Impacts on Health
and the Environment

People, there is a window of opportunity to shut down 5G that is rapidly closing.  The government shutdown is
merely a major manufactured distraction to prevent a full-scale revolt by the people against 5G.  Because, if the
populace knew what they’re in for, they would summarily prohibit 5G implementation.

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=111288
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=112038
http://themillenniumreport.com/2019/01/wireless-radiation-stop-the-5g-network-on-earth-and-in-space-devastating-impacts-on-health-and-the-environment/
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Every person on the planet needs to ask this question…and get a good answer before 5G roll-outs

Precautionary Principle

The “Precautionary Principle” is a well-known internationally accepted principle that is talked about a LOT but
rarely, if ever, put into practice by government.  If there is one high-minded ethic that is given more lip service
than any other, it’s the universally shunned “Precautionary Principle”.

Therefore, this is the perfect time to hold their feet to the fire.  Elected representatives and government officials,
corporate CEOs and utility boards all need to be held to account where it concerns the necessary due diligence on
5G before a local roll-out.  In a normal world, approaching 5G technology with great caution would be the only
way to proceed.

There are several countries where this is happening, so their strategies and tactics can be easily duplicated
anywhere in the 50 states.  As follows:

Meanwhile, leaders from around the world take the harmful effects much more seriously such as
“Switzerland, Italy, France, Austria, Luxembourg, Bulgaria, Poland, Hungary, Israel, Russia and
China have set RF exposure limits 100 to 10,000 times less than the USA. They recognize that there
can be non-thermal biological effects from wireless radiation.” Ultimately, these nations are
assuming The Precautionary Principle that states “if an action or policy has a suspected risk of
causing harm to the public, or to the environment, in the absence of scientific consensus (that the
action or policy is not harmful), the burden of proof that it is not harmful falls on those taking that
action.” 
(Source: The 5G Network: What You Don’t Know May Kill You)

Cleary it’s time to enforce the “Precautionary Principle” wherever 5G roll-outs are planned.

“Wireless Cell Antennas Galore”

Does every state and city in America really want to become the site of so many newfangled cell phone and
microwave towers necessary for 5G-ready networks?  People have no idea how much intrusion these towers will
be in their neighborhoods.

http://stateofthenation2012.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Cell-Phone-Radiation-1.jpg
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/11/the-5g-network-what-you-dont-know-may-kill-you-2/
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Millimeter waves (MMWs) do not travel well through buildings and they tend to be absorbed by
rain and plants. This interferes with the signal. Added to this, high frequency waves like MMWs
also have much shorter wavelengths that can’t travel far.

To counter this problem 5G will utilize smaller cell stations (and the technology of beamforming)
that’ll scramble/unscramble and redirect packets of data on a no-interference path back to us. This
could mean wireless antennas on every lamp post, utility pole, home and business throughout
entire neighborhoods, towns and cities. 
(Source: 5G Radiation: Medical Dangers and Health Risks Cannot Be Overstated)

Really, does each and every community in America want to be overrun by these exceptionally dangerous
transmission towers?  Like one on every lamp post!  Where, pray tell, will the children play—next to the local
nuclear waste dump?

The Dark Side

Yes, there is undoubtedly a very dark side to this conspicuously untested and premature roll-out of 5G.  That’s
because there are various hidden agendas behind what is also an extremely powerful surveillance and mid-control
and psychotronic weapon technology.  And, the FCC is the primary mover and shaker behind the implementation
of this nefarious agenda.

Gestapo In The USA: FCC intimidates press and kills free speech at 5G rollout (video)

Let’s face it: governments around the world have never faced so much visceral anger from their citizenries.  The
protest movements have been growing quickly in numbers and intensity worldwide.  The power elite and political
establishment in each nation know that they are the ultimate target of We the People, as they should be. 
Therefore, they are taking great measures to suppress dissent however they can. 5G Network Uses Same EMF
Waves As Pentagon Crowd Control System

Just how effectively 5G can be used as a conduit for disseminating different types of advanced weaponry remains
to be seen.  However, there’s no question that 5G is being prominently configured in the U.S. military arsenal in
order to guarantee the full-spectrum dominance across the planet which the Pentagon is presently pursuing.
See: EARTHQUAKE, EMP, 5G ATTACK PLANS (Video)

http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/11/5g-radiation-medical-dangers-and-health-risks-cannot-be-overstated/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/09/5g-cell-tower-microwave-weapons-psychotronic-warfare-mind-control-surveillance/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2016/07/gestapo-in-the-usa-fcc-intimidates-press-and-kills-free-speech-at-5g-rollout-video/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/10/5g-network-uses-same-emf-waves-as-pentagon-crowd-control-system/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/08/earthquake-emp-5g-attack-plans-video/
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Aerial view of hundreds of homes in the Coffey Park neighborhood of Santa Rosa. Photo by Justin Sullivan/Getty
Images

Then there was the recent state-sponsored DEW attacks and premeditated acts of pyro-terrorism staged
throughout the state of California during November and July of 2108 (as well as the same wildfire seasons of
2017).  This is where 5G will be utilized more frequently as a means of advancing the UN agendas*, and especially
enabling land and resource theft by powerful corporate interests (see Addendum below).

*The UN Agendas include Agenda 21, 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and Vision 2050

The once “Golden State” of California is not only coveted for it natural resources but also its land.  Consequently,
it has been the target of the most serious terrorist attacks on U.S. soil since the 9/11 false flag operation.  Both the
existing 4G networks and 5G trials played an integral role in those deliberate acts of genocide. Hard Evidence
Shows Camp Fire Was Manmade, Genocide and Mass Destruction of Paradise Carefully Planned

Now let’s talk about the spying and surveillance applications of a fully operational 5G network.  When coupled
with a fully functional Internet of Things, those who control “The Matrix” will have access to data that will tell
them everything about you and your family, your business and your social activity.  The across-the-board
monitoring of human life will be so complete as to be a virtual prison of ever-present surveillance. See: Wetware,
5G Radiation & Panopticon Surveillance (Video) 

5G & Chemical Geoengineering

Perhaps the biggest concern about 5G is the marriage that will surely take place with chemical geoengineereing. 
This is where the real problem begins for those nations that permit massive chemtrail-spraying operations in their
skies 24/7.  For the sheer volume of aluminum and other toxic pollutants is creating a highly altered atmosphere. 
The troposphere, in particular, has been transformed into a vastly different environment.

5G and the Geoengineering Connection Explained (Must View Video)

http://stateofthenation2012.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Screen-Shot-2019-01-10-at-1.21.19-PM.png
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=110720
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/02/wetware-5g-radiation-panopticon-surveillance-video/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2017/11/5g-and-the-geoengineering-connection-explained-must-view-video/
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The aluminum-containing chemtrail aerosols eventually fall to the surface of the Earth.  Together with the barium
they create a medium of super-conductivity through which to convey frequencies of every sort and kind.  For
instance, there are specific areas of the human colon that, when they are targeted, will produce an irresistible
impulse to go out and buy things.  There are, of course, frequencies that are known to trigger anxiety and fear. 
These are triggered during times of great urgency or when there is a need for communal distraction by society’s
controllers.

Israel: Spying & Surveillance Capital of the World

If there is a $64,000 question here it is this: Why has the apartheid state of Israel not only refused to
conduct a 5G roll-out, almost all of their cellular communication and IT infrastructure is still
stuck in the 3G age? See: Well Whaddya Know! No 5G For Israel!

What makes this little data point all the more suspicious is that 5G development was actually pioneered and
carried out in Israel.  5G mobile revolution designed in Israel

So why are the Israelis so leery about setting up the 5G network in their own country?  SOTN has its own ideas
about this critical question, but this important subject is worthy of its own exposé.  In the meantime, we will leave
it to the imagination of each reader to decide what’s really going on there…and here…and everywhere!

Conclusion

5G is dangerous to humanity.  5G poses multiple perils to the biosphere.  5G is the most dangerous technology
ever approved for widespread use in the United States.

Its implementation has been forced on communities everywhere without the public being properly informed.  The
way it’s being foisted on larger cities around the country is both alarming and highly suspicious.

When 5G is completely operational throughout the United States, the access to all personal data and device usage
info will be complete.  Not only that, but any individual’s life can be put into lockdown with the push of a button.

By the way, did you know that 5G Will Use the Same Frequencies as Pain-Inflicting Military Weapons?.  How is it
that the authorities neglect to mention these factoids in any of their promotional material?

It is the space environment, which will be impacted considerably by so many specially-equipped 5G satellites, that
we also should be concerned about.  After all, whatever is sent up there today will crash down to Earth sometime
‘tomorrow’, especially the nuclear-powered satellites. See Planetary Emergency: 5G Overwhelm From Space

Action Plan(s)

There are many things that folks can do to raise the awareness about this 5G emergency.  Education is the key. 
When people really understand the perils associated with this exceedingly dangerous technology, they will reject
it.

Here’s just one video that can be passed around the community via social media or email distribution lists: 10
Reasons 5G Should Scare the @#$% Out of You (Video).

http://themillenniumreport.com/2019/01/well-whaddya-know-no-5g-for-israel/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2019/01/5g-mobile-revolution-designed-in-israel/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/12/5g-will-use-the-same-frequencies-as-pain-inflicting-military-weapon/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/05/planetary-emergency-5g-overwhelm-from-space/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/11/10-reasons-5g-should-scare-the-out-of-you-video/
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What follows is a list of concrete steps that every person can take to protect themselves and their families from
exposure to 5G.

Understand EMFs and their behaviours
Protect yourself with an EMF Shield to mark and protect you from hotspots. Try a patented product that
neutralizes the harmful effects of mobile phones and other EMF emitting devices on humans.
Whenever possible, limit your exposure: use an anti-radiation headset or speaker mode while talking on a
cellphone.
Refuse to use 5G phones and devices. Full stop. And discourage those you know from doing so.
Refuse to buy anything ‘smart’ – ‘smart’ appliances, ‘smart’ heaters, etc.
Carry shungite crystals to protect from radiation
No matter what, do NOT get a smart meter – these put high levels of 5G radiation right in your home
Join the growing numbers of dissenters. Get active with them here.
Do as the Hawaiians have done and threaten smart meter and 5G tech installers with liability. You canlearn
how to do that here.
Spread the word! Please share this article with everyone you know

(Source: 5G Frequencies Pose Serious Health Threats to All of Humanity)

International Appeal

An international appeal has been launched by numerous scientists who have identified the negative impacts on
health as well as on the ambient environment.  After reading this highly authoritative report — INTERNATIONAL
APPEAL: Stop 5G on Earth and in Space — folks can visit www.5GSpaceAppeal.org to support this crucial citizen’s
initiative.

https://www.elektrosmog.com/what-are-emfs
http://www.aegea.com/702435
https://fave.co/2QtuKrI
https://fave.co/2zRKBeh
https://eluxemagazine.com/magazine/dangers-of-smart-meters/
http://www.parentsforsafetechnology.org/stop-5g-spectrum-frontiers.html
https://stopsmartmeters.org/how-you-can-stop-smart-meters/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/11/5g-frequencies-pose-serious-health-threats-to-all-of-humanity/
http://stateofthenation2012.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/international-appeal-to-stop-5G-radiation-1-889x500.jpg
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/09/international-appeal-stop-5g-on-earth-and-in-space/
http://www.5gspaceappeal.org/
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The Bottom Line is this:

5G ROLL-OUT MUST BE STOPPED 
BY 

EVERY 
MEANS 

POSSIBLE
Not only does 5G implementation pose a grave threat to humanity, it threatens all life on planet Earth.  Do we
really want to be remembered as the generation that caused the collapse of the biosphere?

State of the Nation 
January 9, 2019

Editor’s Note

This exposé is a long piece by design—it’s meant to be a one-stop-shop for all things 5G.  It contains many
informative links, each one of which is an essential resource in the mobile 5G library.  The first stage of any vital
advocacy project is to educate our friends and family.  Next we enlighten them; then we empower all of them.  If
you’re reading this, you are likely part the spearhead that will be required to cut down the 5G, once and for all.

Recommended Reading

The 5G network: what you don’t know may kill you

Sub-Reddit Editor Sounds the Alarm About 5D Dangers

Recommended Viewing

5G: The Elephant in Your Living Room

5G Microwaves: There is No safe Place, No Where To Go (Video)

Health References

5G towers will double cancer rates in America

First 5G Rollout in CA Causing Brain Damage to Firefighters (Video)

Endnotes

[1] LTE = Long Term Evolution

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=113252
http://themillenniumreport.com/2017/05/the-5g-network-what-you-dont-know-may-kill-you/
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=113162
http://themillenniumreport.com/2017/08/5g-the-elephant-in-your-living-room/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/05/barrie-trower-on-5g-microwaves-there-is-no-safe-place-no-where-to-go-video/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/03/5g-towers-will-double-cancer-rates-in-america/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/07/first-5g-rollout-in-ca-causing-brain-damage-to-firefighters-video/
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“5G will use spectrum in the existing LTE frequency range (600 MHz to 6 GHz) and also in
millimeter wave (mmWave) bands (24–86 GHz). 5G technologies have to satisfy ITU IMT-2020
requirements and/or 3GPP Release 15; while IMT-2020 specifies data rates of 20 Gbit/s, 5G speed
in sub-6 GHz bands is similar to 4G” 
(Source: 5G)

[2] Beamforming

5G SOS: Does your WiFi Router have beamforming? Then disable it asap if your area has 5G service!

Addendum

*Excerpt from an SOTN investigative report with the subtitle: “Here’s how the globalists and geoengineers
conspired to manufacture the apocalyptic California firestorms”.

Atmospheric Aluminum via Chemtrails, 
Weaponized SMART Meters, 

Specific EMFs Disseminated from 
5G Cellphone and Microwave Towers, 

Directed Energy Weapons, 
Arsonists Disguised as Firefighters, 

Gross Mismanagement of California Forests, 
PG&E Power Lines Used to Start Fires, 

and Weather Warfare Are All Used 
in a Highly Coordinated Fashion 

to Fabricate a Very Conducive 
Environment for Isolated Firestorms 

to be Triggered and then 
Spread like Wildfire 

in Targeted Communities 
Throughout California

(Source: OPERATION TORCH CALIFORNIA: A Special Report on the Firestorm Terror Operation)

___ 
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=113252
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